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The Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) and the Council of State and 
Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE) have released a statement jointly supporting state, local, 
territorial, and tribal health departments in transitioning away from universal case investigation 
and contact tracing at this point in the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
The rationale behind the transition is based on several scientific factors that reduce the utility 
and feasibility of universal case investigation leading to effective contact tracing for each 
COVID-19 case. Factors leading to this decision include: 
 

• The large number of asymptomatic and mild cases resulting from changes in the genetic 
makeup of the virus. 

• Immunity based upon vaccination efforts, 

• The shorter incubation period of the Omicron variant makes it increasingly more difficult 
to identify close contacts of cases prior to their quarantine period ending, and 

• Transmission of COVID-19 virus occurring prior to symptom onset and during the first 
few days of symptomatic illness. 

 
Effective immediately, the Health Department will suspend our activities regarding identification 
of close contacts and recommending quarantine measures in the general population. The 
Department’s position has not changed as it relates to isolation of cases and identification of 
high-risk exposures as effective public health control measures. We will continue to identify and 
contact these cases within a 24-hour period.  
 
The Health Department will continue to use the automated system that notifies cases of their 
need to isolate and to fill out an investigation report. Positive cases will receive a text message 
with the link to fill out their case investigation form. This automated system is a HIPAA-
compliant platform and will not compromise protected health information.  
 
Moving forward, we will focus our efforts on high-risk populations such as residents and care 
providers in congregate care settings (including nursing homes, correctional facilities, and group 
homes), and for high-risk individuals (e.g., immunocompromised individuals). Early detection of 
cases and exposures will help to prevent further spread of COVID-19 illness among our most 
vulnerable populations.  
 
The Health Department continues to recommend vaccination and early testing as two methods 
to prevent the spread of COVID-19. For information about COVID-19, visit flatheadhealth.org.  
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